Network theory for quantifying interconnected risks
Researchers have used network theory for banking and financial
risks to analyze 2007 financial crisis. But shall we only restrict this
analysis to financial sector? What happens to transport network
when the natural calamity strikes? What happens to demand when
supply side is perturbed? We can quantify and model all these risks
using network theory.
The standard risk framework impact, probability and velocity can
be effectively integrated in to network model.
Network theory allows to study the interactions within the risks.
It allows us to understand the effect of one risk on the others.
When a shock is given to the node in the system, network model
can transfer the shock in to whole network and nodes connected
directly or indirectly.
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Case Study:
Weighted Directed Cyclic graphs
Determine the strength of connections
between risk factors
Index creation using quantitative
methods
Data from various resources
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•Data Compilation and Vetting
• Data processing

Static Indices for ranking of
countries
•Aggregation of various risks by
domain
•Country wise ranking

Final Stabilised Value

Model Development

•Stabilised value on top of static
value
•e.g. If one bank fails in settlement
process, how that will affect
other banks

•Quantification of standard
Impact, Velocity and Probability
•Use I/P/V values to define state
of risk

Network Theory
•Define strengths and connections
of risks.
•e.g. Dollar exposure of banks to
other banks in case of banking
sector.

Using risk-sensing mechanism and network
theory, project the impact over a period of
time. Determine the probability of impact
occurring.

The mechanism can be implemented in
real time.
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